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ABSTRACT
Under noisy conditions, due to the redundancy of speech signal,
there are some spectral bands (Reliable Bands) whose local SNR’s
are high enough to be used effectively by a recognizer. Based on
this, a novel, phonetically motivated Reliable Bands Guided sim-
ilarity measure (RBG measure) is proposed. It has the following
features. Firstly, for reference spectrum, frequency bands which
have larger absolute energy or sharper spectral peaks are marked
as reliable bands. They are to be given more weight than the other
bands in the definition of the RBG measure. Secondly, within each
reliable band, similarity between formant positions and formant
shapes of test spectrum and reference spectrum is explicitly mod-
eled. Lastly, the measure can automatically emphasize spectral
bands whose amplitudes change abruptly, which normally contain
more reliable dynamic features of the speech signal. Both the RBG
measure and the PMC method are tested on a speaker-independent,
continuous Mandarin digit string recognition task, under 15 noisy
conditions. Noises are drawn from the NOISEX92 database. The
RBG measure shows an average 4.22% word accuracy score below
the PMC method above 0 dB. However, it outperforms the PMC
method by 8.82% at 0 dB. More importantly, the RBG measure
does not rely on accurate end-point detection and accurate mod-
eling of the background noise, which are difficult tasks in them-
selves.
To further improve the performance of the RBG measure, we dis-
cuss the possibility of integrating the findings in the Computational
Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA) field into the current system.
First, we reviewed the theory of Auditory Scene Analysis, which
was originally established by Bregman in 1990. We then discuss
some computational models which were proposed for separating
input sounds mixture into different sound streams. Finally we con-
sider the possibility of integrating such models into the RBG mea-
sure.

1. RELIABLE BANDS GUIDED
SIMILARITY MEASURE

In this section, we will briefly introduce the reliable bands guided
(RBG) similarity measure method (for detail, see [9]).

1.1. Generation of template set by the Monte-
Carlo method
Conventionally, the emitting probability density function (pdf) of
an HMM state is modelled by the multiple Gaussian distribution,
usually in the Cepstral domain. However, since our similarity mea-
sure is to be explicitly defined in the log-spectral domain, we will
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generate a set ofrepresentative vectors for each HMM state in the
log-spectral domain which, when transformed to the cepstral do-
main, has almost the same distribution as the emitting pdf of the
state.

Suppose there is such a set of vectors for statesj , �j = fSln(!)g,
n = 1; : : : ; N , whereN is the size of the set andl indicates the
log-spectral domain. Then we define a similarity score,�j , be-
tween a test log-spectrumOl(!) and the set�j , by the 1-nearest-
neighbor decision rule, as

�jfO
l(!); �jg = max

�
�jnfO

l(!); Sln(!)g
	
;

1 � n � N
(1)

where�jn is the RBG similarity measure to be defined. During
the Viterbi decoding, the similarity score�jfOl(!),�jg is used in
place of the conventional emitting probability for recognition.

We can obtain such a set of representative vectors by: (1) Gener-
ateN representative cepstral vectors for each state via the Monte-
Carlo generation method [5]. (2) Each cepstral vector is then
transformed to log-spectral domain by an Inverse Discrete Cosine
Transform.

For each generated log-spectrumSl(!), we also calculate its for-
mant positions and store them into a vectorPr(k), k = 1; : : : ; Qr,
whereQr is the number of formants calculated. In addition, we
calculate a frequency weighting functionF l(!) fromSl(!)which
has higher positive amplitudes near formant peaks and has zero
values within spectral valleys. The regions whereF l(!) has non-
zero values are thereliable bands of Sl(!) and will be given more
significance in the definition of the RBG measure.

A template associated with thenth cepstral vector generated from
statesj is formed by packingSl(!), Pr(k) andF l(!) together,
i.e., �jn = [Sl(!); Pr(k); F

l(!)]. In text below, we drop the
superscriptl for simplicity. Figure 1 shows such a template gener-
ated from states2 of triphone model [s-an+tC], which denotes the
Pinyin final [an] with left context [s] and right context [tC].

1.2. Reliable Bands of Test Log-Spectrum
For a test log-spectrum, spectral dynamic information is used to
determine which spectral bands of it are more reliable than the
others. Specifically, we first calculate amin-vector, Omin(!), in
the log-spectral domain for a test utterance,O(!; t); t = 1; ::; T ,
by

Omin(!k) = min fO(!k; �)g;
1 � � � T

k = 1; :::; K; (2)

where!k is thekth frequency band of the totalK bands. Sup-
pose the log-spectrumO(!; t) can be approximated by the log-
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Figure 1: A template generated from states2 of the triphone [s-
an+tC]. The Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) repre-
sentation is used to train the triphone model. 26 frequency chan-
nels are used in the calculation of the MFCC representation. Thus,
the generated log-spectrumS(!) and the weighting vectorF (!)
both have 26 elements.

spectrum of an all-pole model which hasQ poles. We then calcu-
late the relative amplitudêAi of theith polezi = ri � e

!i , by

Âi = expfO(!i; t)�Omin(!i)g; (3)

where!i is the angle of theith pole. A score is assigned tozi by

Score(zi) =
Âi

max
1 � i � Q

(Âi)
� �am + ri � �ri; (4)

in which (�am, �ri) are two weighting factors. Determined by
experiment, their optimal values are�am = 2:0 and�ri = 1:0.
Among theQ poles, we then selectQt poles whose scores are the
largest. The value ofQt is determined byQt = min(Q;QT ),
whereQT is a predefined constant. The frequency values of
the selected poles are sorted and stored into a vector,Pt(k),
k = 1; : : : ; Qt.

From Eq.(3) and Eq.(4), poles introduced by slowly varying noise
have low scores due to their loŵAi’s. Conversely, poles intro-
duced by speech formants often have high scores due to their high
Âi’s caused by frequently occurred formant onsets and offsets.
Thus, presence of a pole in vectorPt(k) often indicates that the
frequency region around it is more reliable than the other bands.

1.3. Definition of the RBG Similarity Measure
To define the RBG similarity measure, we first define several aux-
iliary functions.

Given an input log-spectrumO(!) and a reference log-spectrum
S(!) of a template, we estimate the log-spectrum of the embedded
clean speech aŝS(!), by

Ŝ(!) = S(!) + min
0 � !k � �

fO(!k)� S(!k)g: (5)

Since the frequency weighting vectors of different templates have
different overall energy levels, we normalize their overall energy
levels by

F̂ (!) = F (!) �
Cfw

max
0 � !k � �

fF (!k)g
; (6)

whereCfw is a constant.

Center frequency of the nearest formant to any frequency!0 in the
reference log-spectrumS(!) can be calculated by

Propt(!0) = arg min
Pr(k)

fjPr(k)� !0jg : (7)

Similarly, the center frequency of the nearest formant to any fre-
quency!0 in the test log-spectrumO(!) can be calculated by

Ptopt(!0) = arg min
Pt(k)

fjPt(k)� !0jg : (8)

Similarity between two center frequencies of two formants is mod-
eled by another auxiliary function

fP (x) = (e���x � b) �
1

1� b
; (9)

b = e���!
2

b ; (10)

wherex is the difference between the two center frequencies,�
and!b are two constants whose values are chosen as� = 10:0
and!b = 0:3.
We define another auxiliary function to model the similarity be-
tween shapes of two formants, by

fE(x) =
1

e��
x�x0

� � x�x0
�

; (11)

x0 =
�

�
log �; (12)

in which � and� are two constants whose values are chosen as
� = 1:0 and� = 0:8.

Finally, the RBG similarity score between[O(!); Pt(k)] and the
nth template of HMM statesj , �jn = [S(!); Pr(k); F (!)], is
defined by

�jnfO(!); Pt(k);�jng =

Z �

0

�(!)d!; (13)

where the similarity function�(!) is defined by

�(!) = Ŝ(!) �W (!): (14)

and

W (!) =

(
F̂ (!) � fE

�
O(!)� Ŝ(!)

�
� fP (

jPropt(!)� Ptopt(!)j); F (!) > 0
1; F (!) = 0:

Figure 2 depicts the calculation procedure of the RBG measure.
Among all templates generated from all model states, the template
shown in the figure produces the highest similarity score. So in this
case, the RBG measure finds the correct phoneme embedded in
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Figure 2: The RBG measure between a test log-spectrum O(!)
of a noisy [tC] sound (corrupted by HF radio channel noise at
SNR=6dB), and a template � generated from one of [tC]’s triphone
models. The similarity function �(!) is reduced by a factor of 20
for clear view. Formant positions of O(!) and Ŝ(!) are labeled
by Pt(k) and Pr(k) respectively.

the test log-spectrum O(!); despite the serious mismatch between
O(!) and Ŝ(!) within the region from channel 9 to channel 18.

Since the input frames which have higher energy levels often have
higher SNR levels, they should be given more significance during
the Viterbi decoding procedure. This is accomplished by the mul-
tiplication of Ŝ(!) in Eq. (14), which results in higher similarity
scores for S(!)’s which have higher energy levels.

1.4. Experimental results

A speaker-independent and continuously spoken Mandarin digit
string recognition task is used as test-bed to evaluate the per-
formance of the RBG measure and the PMC method. A set of
cross-word triphone HMMs is trained from 6000 digit strings.
The MFCC representation is used for the HMMs. The noisy test
database is constructed by artificially mixing 15 kinds of noises
drawn from the NOISEX92 database with another set of 1360 digit
strings at various SNR levels.

Both the Data-driven Parallel Model Compensation (DPMC)
method [6] and the RBG measure method are implemented on the
HTK platform. Figure 3 shows the average word accuracy of the
two methods as well as the baseline system. Here, the baseline sys-
tem refers to using the triphone models trained under clean condi-
tion to recognize the noisy database directly. Overall performance
of the RBG measure is more steady against variation of SNR levels
than that of the DPMC method. Moreover, it does not rely on accu-
rate end-point detection and accurate modeling of the background
noise, which are difficult tasks in themselves.

2. REVIEW OF THE CASA FIELD

Some researchers believe that, when we listen to a mixture of
sounds which come from different sources, there are a set of rules
that govern the separation of the mixture into different streams,
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Figure 3: Noisy speech recognition performance of the baseline
system, the DPMC method and the RBG measure.

with each stream corresponding to one sound source. Various re-
search aimed to discover the rules constitute the field of auditory
scene analysis (ASA).

It is Bregman’s book “Auditory Scene Analysis” [1] that estab-
lished the theoretical framework of ASA. From that time, active
research has been directed to the problem. Some researchers did
psychological experiments to enrich the ASA theory. Some oth-
ers built computer models for sounds separation based on such
rules [2][4]. Also, some work incorporated ASA into noise-robust
speech recognition.

2.1. Overview of Bregman’s work

There are two classes of organization involved in the segregation
procedure, the primitive segregation and the schema-based seg-
regation [1]. The primitive segregation bundles together those
spectro-temporal components which are deemed to come from a
common source, based on some low level rules. If components
located at different time slots are to be grouped, the process is
called a sequential integration. Or, if components located at dif-
ferent frequency regions are to be grouped, the process is called a
simultaneous integration.

In the sequential integration process, components located at dif-
ferent time slots but having close frequency values tend to be
grouped. Or, if they are connected by spectral transitions between
them, they tend to be grouped. In the simultaneous integration pro-
cess: (1) Components which share a common F0 tend be grouped
together; (2) Components which have the same past F0-contour
tend to be grouped together; (3) Components which have the same
onset and offset time tend to be grouped; (4) Components whose
amplitude variations follow the same pattern tend to be grouped;
(5) If some components of the current spectrum appeared in the
past and sustained to the current time instant, the sustaining com-
ponents should be grouped first as an old stream, and the remainder
be grouped to form a new stream.

The schema-based segregation refers to the phenomenon that,
when we listen, we use our past learned knowledge of some sound



patterns (schema) to predict the incoming signal and tend to group
components which constitute the prediction.

2.2. Computer Models of ASA
Several computational models [3, 2, 4] were proposed for sepa-
rating input sounds mixture into different sound streams. Among
them, the prediction-driven model reported in [4] seems to be su-
perior in methodology to the others. Moreover, it can deal with
wide-band noise-like sounds, transient click-like sounds, and pe-
riodic sounds. The other approaches often lack the ability to deal
with the first two kinds of sounds.

In [4], it is assumed that sounds in the world can be classified into
three categories: noise clouds (e.g. air-condition noise), transient
clicks (e.g. glass clink), and periodic signal(e.g. vowel sounds;
termed as wefts in [4]). Then, an input signal can be interpreted as
a sequence of such elements mixed together in the time-frequency
domain. Normally, there are multiple such interpretations for the
input signal at one time slice. Each interpretation forms a hypoth-
esis about the constitution of the input signal.

For each hypothesis, a prediction of the observation at current time
slice can be made, based on the models of all the elements con-
tained in that hypothesis. The prediction is then compared with
the actual observation in current time slice. If the prediction is
consistent with the actual observation, the hypothesis will not be
changed; that is, number and type of elements within that hypoth-
esis remain the same. The actual observation is used to update
the parameters of the elements. If the prediction has much smaller
energy within some spectral bands than that of the actual observa-
tion, a new sound element may be created to make a new hypothe-
sis, which could be more consistent with the updated environment.
Contrarily, if the prediction has much stronger energy within some
spectral bands, some of the elements contained in the hypothesis
may be terminated.

Each hypothesis is rated by its conciseness and its prediction accu-
racy. Here, conciseness roughly refers to how many elements are
required by the hypothesis to describe the continuation of the input
signal. The prediction accuracy refers to how well the prediction
matches the actual observation.

Finally, the hypothesis which has the highest rate will be chosen as
an optimal interpretation of the input signal. Description of the in-
put signal can be obtained by looking into the elements contained
in the optimal hypothesis. For performance assessment, a synthe-
sized version of the original input signal is produced by adding
together all signals generated by all the elements in the optimal
hypothesis.

The prediction-driven approach was assessed for several challeng-
ing examples. The sound events detected by the approach match
well with the events judged by listeners. However, two problems
should be first solved if we want to use it for noise-robust speech
recognition. (1) When we listen to the synthesized sound, the click
elements detected for consonants often form another sound stream.
They can no longer be integrated with their original surrounding
vowels. This indicates that more accurate signal model should be
developed for consonants. (2) The approach can make good spec-
tral estimation for the vowels which have strong harmonics across
all the frequency channels. However, for the vowels which lack
strong harmonics within some frequency channels due to either a

high-F0 value or serious noise, the estimations may be poor. Dis-
tortion caused by the estimation would lead to recognition errors
for the vowels.

3. POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTION

There are at least two possible ways to incorporate the compu-
tational auditory scene analysis models into noise-robust speech
recognition.

We may use the models to separate the input sounds mixture into
individual sound streams and then recognize the separated target
speech signal. To date, although good recognition performance
was achieved for the concurrent double-vowels problem (e.g.,[7]),
evaluation result under more general situation is inconclusive (e.g.,
[8]).

Alternatively, we may first run the prediction-driven approach
(outlined in section 2.2) to segregate the input signal into a set of
finite sound elements. The RBG similarity measure may then be
applied to choose a sequence of elements which can produce the
highest similarity score, given a set of reference templates. The
word sequence associated with the optimal element sequence will
be the recognition result.
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